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The ZetaTalk Newsletter
Issue 371, Sunday November 10, 2013
Weekly news and views from around the world and beyond.
New ZetaTalk

Earth Changes

Announcements

Signs of the Times

Reading Sir Richard
What can we learn from watching the flamboyant Sir Richard Branson? In September, 2011 he was pushing into space, his Virgin Galactic offering trips into space for
the world’s elite implied. Escape to space to avoid the Pole Shift was the message.

Virgin Galactic Space flights to start Within a Year
September 16, 2011
http://www.news.com.au/travel/news/virgin-galactic-space-flights-to-start
A number of private companies are rushing to fill the gap left by NASA, which ended its 30-year shuttle program in July with the completion of the final Atlantis
mission to the International Space Station (ISS).
ZetaTalk Expose 4/21/2012: Branson’s Virgin Galactic has put into place an escape into space, but as the reality of the debris in the tail of Planet X has emerged in
the form of fireballs and large debris fear has gripped the tender bellies of the wealthy elite. But one thing is clear. The wealthy elite are in the know about the inbound
Planet X threat, and you, the common man, are being denied this information.
Then Sir Richard reappeared in the media in March, 2012 while planning to dive to the bottom of the Puerto Rico Trench, a twin dive to producer Cameron’s well
publicized dive to the bottom of the Mariana Trench, as noted in Issue 288 of this newsletter. Per the Zetas, they were both looking to verify the ZetaTalk warnings
about plate movements in process.
Sir Richard Branson to Dive to Atlantic’s Deepest Point
March 26, 2012
http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/2012/03/26/richard-branson-planning-dive
Sir Richard Branson is determined to press ahead with his own undersea venture following the success of James Cameron’s journey to the deepest ocean point.
Sir Richard will pilot the submersible - slightly different in design to the Cameron craft - in the Puerto Rico Trench venture which will see the Virgin boss
descend about five miles.
ZetaTalk Comment 3/10/2012: Cameron is acutely aware of the ZetaTalk predictions. What will he find there, and what will he announce? He has no intention of
running amuck of the cover-up by announcing that the trench is or has collapsed. But on a personal level, finding evidence that the trench has narrowed, is closing, will
be gut wrenching. Personal proof of the accuracy of our words.
Recent news print on Sir Richard has shown why he was intensely interested in the Puerto Rico Trench. He has owned Necker Island since 1979, located between the
island of Puerto Rico and the trench, and has recently retired there, leaving the UK, which is expected to be flooded aplenty during the coming ocean sloshing and
sinking as the Earth wobble worsens. Necker Island is his domain, also, and he cannot control the British parliament.
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Sir Richard Branson is off to the Caribbean
October 13, 2013
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/people/news/a-kiss-goodbye-sir-richard
The flamboyant businessman has moved permanently to the Caribbean island he bought in 1979 where he will continue his extensive charitable and
philanthropic work. The entrepreneur had decided to live permanently on Necker Island in the British Virgin Islands, but denied that the decision was related to
tax matters. He moved there more than seven years ago. Writing on his personal blog, Sir Richard insisted that he had moved to the Caribbean to help preserve
his health.
Is Sir Richard planning to ride out the Pole Shift in the Caribbean? Nice place to visit, for the present, on the tilting Caribbean Plate which will only sink on the southern
end during the 7 of 10 plate movements. But wait! He has extensive interests in S Africa, and has been pushing to facilitate the elite in the region since 2007! Sir
Richard is keeping his options open, clearly, but since the ZetaTalk saga with its undeniable prediction accuracy track record appeared in 1995, he appears to be veering
toward safe ground in S Africa.

Sir Richard Branson 'Bankrolled' Plan to Ease Out Mugabe
October 12, 2013
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/africa/sir-richard-branson-bankrolled
A confidential memo released by Wikileaks says that in July 2007, Branson was due to hold a secret meeting with South Africa's former president Nelson
Mandela and other senior African statesmen to discuss persuading President Mugabe, now 87, to step down. Sir Richard Branson owns a luxury game lodge
and a chain of gyms in South Africa and takes a strong interest in the Southern African region's politics. Last year, on the sidelines of the United Nations poverty
summit in New York, he launched Enterprise Zimbabwe - a fund aimed at attracting western investors scared off by the political instability in Zimbabwe.
ZetaTalk Prediction 11/5/2011: We have long mentioned that the country of S Africa will be a target of the elite, for several reasons. It is an ideal jumping off point for
those wanting land rights on the new land to emerge near Antarctica and on Antarctica itself. It was long under colonial rule, Apartheid long in its history only recently
broken in 1994. Traditions and expectations are not easily erased, so the country would be considered friendly to an invasion by white men with assets. S Africa's
infrastructure, on a continent that has only spotty development into an industrial state, is self-sufficient. Thus self-sufficient, it has already taken the first step toward
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what the elite view as a necessary part of bunker security - technological self-sufficiency. S Africa will be invaded not by drowning immigrants but by the elite with
entourage and security guards. All will be demanding service and barking orders at each other, with pecking order battles inevitable.

Philippine Plate Tilts
Step 3 of the 7 of 10 plate sequence is the tilting of the Philippine Plate. Lately the 7 of 10 movements have picked up steam. Step 1 is the Indo-Australia Plate diving
under the Himalayas, and increased activity was detailed in Issue 364 of this newsletter on September 22. Step 2 is sinking in the Sunda Plate, and renewed activity was
evident shortly after, as detailed in Issue 369 on October 27. Step 4 entails the S American roll, which also has shown renewed activity, as detailed in Issue 368 on
October 20 re Trinidad and in Issue 370 on November 3 re islands just east of Panama.

ZetaTalk Description 10/16/2010: The sequence of events is, thus: a tipping Indo-Australia Plate with Indonesia sinking, a folding Pacific allowing S America to roll,
a tearing of the south Atlantic Rift allowing Africa to roll and the floor of the Mediterranean to drop, great quakes in Japan followed by the New Madrid adjustment,
which is followed almost instantly by the tearing of the north Atlantic Rift with consequent European tsunami.
But what of Step 3, the tilting of the Philippine Plate? As this plate tilts, it dives under the Sunda Plate, which is itself sinking, thus turmoil from many directions
ensues. Not surprisingly, the Philippine Islands experienced a 7.2 on October 16, 2013, as noted in this Pole Shift ning blog.

At Least 93 People Dead as Magnitude-7.1 Earthquake Strikes Philippines
October 16, 2013
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2013-10-15/71-magnitude-quake-strikes-philippines
The quake caused old churches and modern buildings to crumble, while major roads were also ripped open and blocked by landslides.
This quake is situated on the Sunda Plate, as most of the Philippine Islands are. But the trauma here comes from the Philippine Plate repositioning itself just under the
edge of the Sunda Plate.
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New Madrid Preamble
On October 17, 2013 the ANF earthquake reporting site showed a pattern of minor quakes covering the Eastern half of the US while the heartland was spared. Per the
Zetas, this pattern shows the stress on the rock during the N American bow. There is certainly no other explanation for this odd pattern.

ZetaTalk Analysis 10/19/2013: We have repeatedly described the N American Plate being pulled into a bow, as the plate cannot roll, being flat at the top, yet the
Atlantic continues to widen and the Pacific continues to compress during the 7 of 10 plate movements. Those portions of the N American Plate that are most affected by
the diagonal pull lie east of the Mississippi, as any bow bends the most at the center and at the periphery of the bow. The portion of the plate lying to the west of the
Mississippi has been absorbing the bowing stress silently, like the great karst formation sinkhole in Kansas. Shifting ground will not cause a quake if the ground can
separate and does not require rock to rip apart. Of course the San Andreas is rock on rock slip-slide, and results in quakes. This earthquake pattern will not change
until the diagonal pull rips along the New Madrid, a series of quakes we have described for the 7 of 10 phase.
The bow stress is also apparent in the odd electrical explosions that the new NSA center south of Salt Lake City have been experiencing. Per the Zetas, the rock stress
compresses the rock, allowing electrical screech to be conducted up from the rock. The construction design failed to consider what the bow stress would bring to this
particular region.
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Fiery Explosions Rock NSA Data Center
October 8, 2013
http://www.thedailybeast.com/cheats/2013/10/08/fiery-explosions-rock-nsa-data-center
Massive electrical surges at a data-storage facility for the National Security Agency led to the destruction of hugely expensive machinery and delayed its
opening for a year. In the past 10 months alone, the facility has experienced 13 electrical surges, which officials describe as “a flash of lightning inside a 2-foot
box.” The melting metal that results from the fiery explosions causes the circuits to fail and prevents NSA workers from using the computers. A spokeswoman
for the NSA insists, despite no clear culprit for the explosions, that the issues “have been mitigated.”
ZetaTalk Analysis 10/12/2013: Examine the topography of the region where the NSA data storage facility has been built. It is dead south of Salt Lake City, along the
river draining the Great Salt Lake. We have stated that river bottoms are weak points in the crust, thus sagging, and thus sagging become where the water drains. We
have also stated that the Salt Flats will not fracture during the coming Pole Shift, nor have they in past Pole Shifts, but will rather transfer any stress there to the rock
on either side. This is what caused the Crandall Canyon mine collapse in 2007, and the new NSA facility is in the same area. Reno had quake swarms in 2008 for a
similar reason, lying to the east of hardened salt flats in the inland valley of California. As the bowing of the N American continent tightens prior to relief during the
New Madrid adjustment, these areas are experiencing electric screech in the rock, facilitating electric current which has found an optimal ground in the NSA facility.
Poor location choice, and unless they insulate their computers more effectively from ground surges, the problem will not be resolved.

EBS Riot Test
Anxious to learn how the public will react if they encounter food shortages after the announcement admitting the presence of Nibiru, aka Planet X, the US government
arranged a test during the temporary shutdown of the US government. Claiming that Xerox, the EBS food stamp vendor, was running a test of their backup system, and
claiming an electrical outage lasting for hours occurred as a result, this test was run on a Saturday, likely to be a busy shopping day. Per the Zetas this was indeed just a
test to see how the public would react.

EBT Benefit Card Glitch Sparks Walmart Shopping Sprees in Louisiana
October 14, 2013
http://www.cbsnews.com/8301-201_162-57607332/ebt-benefit-card-glitch
Shoppers gave mixed reactions to the incident, with one man in the Springhill store told KSLA it was simply "human reaction" to stock-up when given the
opportunity. Shopper Stan Garcia was more critical of the unscrupulous shoppers, however, saying that taking advantage of the brief glitch in the benefits
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system amounted to "plain theft. That's stealing, that's all I got to say about it."
Computer Glitch Blamed For Nationwide EBT System Shutdown
October 12, 2013
http://boston.cbslocal.com/2013/10/12/computer-upgrade-blamed
People in Ohio, Michigan and 15 other states found themselves unable to use their food stamp debit-style cards on Saturday, after a routine test of backup
systems by vendor Xerox Corp. resulted in a system failure. U.S. Department of Agriculture spokeswoman Courtney Rowe said the outage is not related to the
government shutdown. Xerox representative told them that the problems stemmed from a power failure at a data center, and power had been restored quickly.
The federal EBT website was unavailable due to the government shutdown.
Walmart Shelves in Springhill, Mansfield, Cleared in EBT Glitch
October 13, 2013
http://www.ksla.com/story/23679489/walmart-shelves-in-springhill
The chaos that followed ultimately required intervention from local police, and left behind numerous carts filled to overflowing, apparently abandoned when the
glitch-spurred shopping frenzy ended. Springhill Police Chief Will Lynd confirms they were called in to help the employees at Walmart because there were so
many people clearing off the shelves.
ZetaTalk Confirmation 10/19/2013: Various excuses were proferred but none seemed to cover the hours that the EBS system was down, and down in 17 states. Testing
a backup system should not cause a power outage. Nor should it take hours to reboot a system. Nor should the test involve numerous states, if such disasters were a
potential. If this was not truly a system failure, a failed test, then what was it? Riots are anticipated after the announcement, particularly among those dependent upon
social services. Opportunistic looting, taking advantage of riots, are likely to follow.
As a test, the EBS shutdown was looking to determine several points. First, how patient or resourceful the recipients would be when faced with a temporary delay in
their benefits. Second, how quickly the urge to simply loot would arise, when it appeared that no one would stop the looting. Third, what were the most effective
maneuvers in handling the public’s anxiety and anger. No violence or destruction of property occurred, though the urge to loot arose quickly. But when the public
realized their looting would be challenged, they walked away.
The Zetas have long stressed that the public cannot rely upon their government or familiar social services when the Last Weeks arrive and the Pole Shift hits. Families
and communities must become self-sufficient and insist that everyone participate, doing what they can. No free ride. There is nothing to it but to do it, as was presented
in Issue 364 of this newsletter recently.

Start a 1-Acre, Self-Sufficient Homestead
August/September, 2011
http://www.motherearthnews.com/homesteading-and-livestock/self-sufficient
In order to derive any sort of living from that 1 acre without the application of a lot of artificial fertilizer, it would have to be heavily manured. Chickens for
eggs, meat and pest control are the top livestock choice on most homesteads.
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How to Set Up a Self Sufficient Homestead
http://www.ehow.com/how_6520628_set-up-self-sufficient-homestead
Construct a shelter for your animals even before you build your home. A flock of 20 chickens, a milk goat and two pair of ducks can room together in a 10 foot
by 10 foot shed. Plan your garden and acquire heirloom seeds during the winter. In subsequent years, you'll harvest, dry and store seeds for the following year's
crops.
Self Sufficient Living; Urban Homesteading, Small Scale Farming, Self Reliance
http://www.countryfarm-lifestyles.com/self-reliance.html
You can practice total self-sufficient living on a piece of land that is just an acre in size. These are called Mini Farms and you will be amazed at what you can
do on such a modest piece of ground. So if you are just starting off with your homestead, and you cannot afford acres of land, take heart. You really don't need
it!
ZetaTalk Advice 12/15/1995: After the cataclysms the snug blanket of protection that many have taken for granted will be gone - no Social Security checks, no home
deliveries, no 911 emergency service, no free medical services, and no welfare checks. For those not relying on those services the shock will be as great, as with home,
job, and service providers gone they will be just as destitute and bereft. In essence, humans will be relying on one another, and not on an infrastructure.
ZetaTalk Advice 4/15/1999: There will be no security blanket that the populace can rely upon, so self-reliance must be the rule. The panic that will settle into
governments as the time approaches, when each individual will be dealing with their own personal panic and anxieties, is completely unpredictable. It may run in all
manner of directions. The movies that have been put out of late, where asteroids are falling and a calm prevails, and the government is like a rock of logic and quietly
empties towns or flies people up to blow up asteroids, is so far from the truth as to be ludicrous. You will have your military running down the halls and bumping into
each other; leaving their posts, turning guns on themselves and others. It is totally unpredictable. What will a frightened animal do when cornered? Well, your entire
government and bureaucracies will turn into that in the last few months. So the populace should not look to them, but rather look to themselves.
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